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Abstract
The spread of invasive species to new areas threatens the stability of ecosystems and causes major
economic losses. We propose a novel approach to
minimize the spread of an invasive species given
a limited intervention budget. We first model invasive species spread using Hawkes processes, and
then derive closed-form expressions for characterizing the effect of an intervention action on the invasion process. We use this to obtain an optimal
intervention plan based on an integer programming
formulation, and compare the optimal plan against
several ecologically-motivated heuristic strategies
used in practice. We present an empirical study of
two variants of the invasive control problem: minimizing the final rate of invasions, and minimizing the number of invasions at the end of a given
time horizon. The optimized intervention achieves
nearly the same level of control that would be attained by completely eradicating the species, but at
only a fraction of the cost.

1

Introduction

Network diffusion models are a powerful tool for studying processes like the spread of influence and information
through social networks [Kempe et al., 2003; Yang and
Leskovec, 2010], the dispersal of species through a landscape [Sheldon et al., 2010], and disease contagion in populations [Eames and Keeling, 2002].The ability to model the
dynamics of these diffusion processes enables the development of strategies for steering them towards desirable outcomes. For instance, one might selectively add nodes to an
existing network to facilitate diffusion [Sheldon et al., 2010],
or one can strategically block transmission along a set of
links [Kimura et al., 2008; Khalil et al., 2014] to limit it.
Two of the most studied network diffusion models are the
independent cascade (IC) model and the linear threshold (LT)
model [Kempe et al., 2003]. In both, the spreading process
is modeled as an activation of nodes over discrete time steps.
Each node in the network is in a binary state (active or not),
and nodes are activated by their active neighbors. In both the
IC and LT models, once a node is active it remains so for the
rest of the diffusion process, an assumption that is appropriate
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for modeling the spread of irreversible phenomena, e.g. the
adoption of a product or infection by a disease that confers
permanent immunity.
However, many network diffusion processes exhibit nonprogressive cascades where an active node can become inactive probabilistically at each time step, so that the state of
a node fluctuates over time. For example, in species dispersal, a previously occupied habitat patch may become unoccupied [Sheldon et al., 2010], or in infectious disease a patient may recover but be susceptible to reinfection. In this
setting, repeated exposure to activation events plays an important role in continuing the diffusion process by reactivating nodes that have become inactive. Sometimes, exposure to
multiple activations can also cause a node to become “more”
active, e.g. the posting frequency of an individual social media user can increase due to high activity in their network.
In these cases, it is more fitting to model the state of a node
as a time-varying, real- or continuous-valued function rather
than as binary states. Moreover, activation events typically arrive continuously rather than in discrete time steps, warranting the diffusion process to be modeled in continuous time.
Other network models like Susceptible-Infected-Recovered
(SIR) can encompass some of these characteristics and have
been shown to have a close connection to point process models [Rizoiu et al., 2018], which are more flexible and intuitive
and easily allow the node activities to be modeled according
to observed/assumed principles (e.g. mutual-excitation).
Temporal point processes offer a framework for modeling
diffusion processes with both continuous activity states and
continuous time. The activity of a node can be characterized by a parameter λ representing the rate at which the node
stochastically generates events. This λ parameter itself can be
responsive to activations arriving at the node, thereby capturing self-exciting behavior in the diffusion process. Temporal
point processes have recently been used to model several diffusion processes like the activity of Twitter users [Farajtabar
et al., 2014], the spread of avian flu [Kim, 2011],and failures
in water pipe networks [Lin et al., 2016]. In the context of invasive species, [Balderama et al., 2012] use a spatiotemporal
point process model to characterize the spread of an invasive
banana plant, although they do not consider any control.
In terms of controlling diffusion processes, a variety of intervention actions have been analyzed in the discrete-time,
binary-state setting, such as selecting source nodes for initi-
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ating cascades [Kempe et al., 2003] and modifying network
connectivity to guide the diffusion by adding or removing
nodes [Sheldon et al., 2010] and edges [Kimura et al., 2008;
Khalil et al., 2014] or modifying edge weights [Wu et al.,
2015]. In a recent paper, [Bjorck et al., 2018] modeled controlling a diffusion process representing the spread of an invasive prey species by selecting source nodes for a second
predator cascade. In contrast, there has been relatively little
work on controlling dynamics in network temporal point processes. One possible control action is to manipulate the activity rate parameters λ at specific nodes, e.g. by incentivizing
social media users to post more frequently. Steering user activity in this manner was first considered in [Farajtabar et al.,
2014], and was used to develop a multistage strategy for mitigating fake news [Farajtabar et al., 2016]. Recent work has
also applied methods from stochastic differential equations
to find the best intensity for information guiding [Wang et al.,
2016] and achieving highest visibility [Zarezade et al., 2017].
In our work, a discrete intervention for network point processes is considered for the first time that, unlike the above,
modifies the activity rate parameter at select nodes by deleting the history of the point process.
Our work is motivated by the invasive species management
problem in biodiversity conservation. The spread of nonnative species to new areas is a cause of major concern, because they harm native species by disrupting food webs and
ecosystem processes. These adverse effects have generated
significant interest in limiting their spread. Management is
often performed by eradicating invasive species individuals,
but their removal can be prohibitively costly. In light of this,
a common objective is to optimize the location of control efforts in order to maximize the efficacy of the intervention, e.g.
using discrete optimization [Büyüktahtakın et al., 2014]. We
derive a novel approach for finding an optimal set of locations
at which to remove species given a fixed budget. Our method
employs a network temporal point process model that allows
us to derive expressions amenable to exact optimization. This
is a departure from approaches relying on optimization with
computationally intensive simulators [Taleghan et al., 2015]
or sample average approximation. Although our work is motivated by a critical problem in environmental sustainability,
the novel computational problem it poses appears in other domains that can be modeled using temporal point processes.
One such domain is mitigating the spread of infectious diseases using vaccination or active screening programs. Our
approach could also be used to model the effect of deleting
social media posts on the spread of news through social networks. The computational approach we develop here can be
generalized to these broader applications.

2
2.1

Invasives Management & Hawkes Processes
Problem Statement

In the invasive species management problem, the goal is to
identify locations at which to eradicate invasive individuals in
order to minimize the spread of the species through the landscape. Let L be a set of n distinct land parcels corresponding
to basic units of management. An invasive species is observed
to be proliferating and dispersing through the landscape until
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a given time τ , when an intervention is performed by eliminating all invasive individuals present before τ in a set of land
units U ⊆ L. Each land unit i ∈ L has an associated cost ci
reflecting economic land management costs or effort needed
to eradicate the invasive individuals, and the total cost of the
intervention cannot exceed a given budget B. A feasible intervention plan is therefore a set of land units U with total intervention cost within B. After the intervention, the invasive
species continues to spread until time T > τ , but without the
proliferative influence of the individuals eradicated at time τ .
Our goal is to find a feasible intervention plan that minimizes
the degree to which the landscape is affected by the invasion.
Invasives Spread Dynamics
Traditionally, the spread of invasive species is modeled using
a combination of differential equations describing the population dynamics and a dispersal kernel describing the displacement of individuals [Hastings et al., 2005; Büyüktahtakın
et al., 2014], or their stochastic counterparts [Fitzpatrick et
al., 2012]. More recently, studies have demonstrated the
potential of point process models [Balderama et al., 2012;
Pauchard et al., 2016] for characterizing the spatial distribution of invasive plant species.
We present a multidimensional Hawkes process model for
the dynamics of invasive species spread. To formulate it as a
network diffusion process, we model the n land units in landscape L as nodes V in a directed graph, with edges between
nodes that are close enough for dispersal to occur between the
corresponding land units. The appearance of a new invasive
individual in node i at time s is denoted by the invasion event
(i, s). Indexing invasion events by e, the history of the network diffusion process up to immediately before some time t
is the set of events Ht− := {(ie , se )|se < t}.
Invasive species can be introduced at any time by carriers
like wind, animals or humans. These arrivals are called exogenous invasions, and their rate can vary spatially depending on landscape features or human activity. The instantaneous rate at which individuals are introduced to node i at
time t is denoted by µi (t), and represents the probability
of an exogenous invasion event in an infinitesimally small
time window [t, t + dt). Once an invasive individual has become established, it survives for an average lifetime β. Since
many invasive species mature early and have short life expectancy [Sakai et al., 2001], we assume an individual born
at se faces a constant risk of death ω = β1 , so that the probability of the individual surviving until time t is given by the
survival function e−ω(t−se ) . While the individual survives,
it initiates endogenous invasions, e.g. by releasing offspring.
The likelihood of an individual appearing at location i due to
the dispersal of the offspring of an individual at location j depends on edge weight aij between the two nodes, which can
be, e.g., a decaying function of distance [Arim et al., 2006].
All these effects together influence the rate at which new
individuals appear in a given node i at time t, or the intensity
λi (t). This represents the conditional probability of observing an invasion event in a small time window [t, t + dt) given
the history Ht− .
X
λi (t) = µi (t) +
aije · e−ω(t−se )
(1)
(je ,se )∈Ht−
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where Ni (t; u) represents the number of invasive species individuals that have appeared in cell i by time t. Then, given
the same inputs as before,
Find:
A feasible intervention
P
Pplan U ⊆ V such that
i∈U ci ≤ B, that minimizes
i∈V E [Ni (T )].

2.2
(a) QQ-plot

(b) Prediction task results

Figure 1: (a) Residual analysis for randomly chosen location in
Bunchgrass Ridge. The events are better fit by a Hawkes process
(slope closer to 1) than a Poisson process. (b) Hawkes process model
has lower error when predicting the location of the next invasion.

The first term µi (t) is the rate of exogenous invasion events at
node i, and the summation term captures the contribution of
past invasion events (je , se ) in the network towards endogenous invasions in node i at time t.
We have verified the applicability of this modeling framework using data about the encroachment of A. grandis
trees into montane meadows at Bunchgrass Ridge in Oregon [Halpern, 2012]. We performed two goodness-of-fit tests
to compare how well the spatiotemporal spread of the trees
could be explained by a Hawkes process model versus a homogeneous Poisson process. The first was an established
statistical test based on residual analysis for event data (Figure 1a), while the second was based on performance of each
model on a prediction task (Figure 1b). Notably, we find that
the Hawkes model explains the observed data better than a
Poisson process (Figure 1), suggesting that there are indeed
excitatory interactions in the invasion process.
Control Objectives
Given the graph representing our landscape and the invasion
process dynamics described above, we can quantify the degree to which the landscape is affected by the invasive species
spread at the end of our planning horizon T in a number of
ways. One reasonable goal is to minimize the rate of invasions at time T subject to an intervention u at time τ , captured by λ(t; u). Since λ(t; u) depends on events that will
stochastically occur between τ and t, it will vary across different realizations of the stochastic process, so instead we
aim to minimize the total expected intensity at time T . Let
ηi (t; u) = E [λi (t; u)], where the expectation is taken over all
possible realizations of the process.
Given: A graph G(V, E) representing landscape L, edge
weights A with aij = 0 for (i, j) ∈
/ E and aij > 0 for
(i, j) ∈ E, intervention time τ and finite time horizon T ,
intervention costs ci for each node i ∈ V and budget B.
Find: A feasible intervention
plan comprised of nodes
P
U
⊆
V
such
that
c
≤ B, that minimizes
i
i∈U
P
η
(T
;
u).
i
i∈V
Another plausible goal is to minimize the total expected
number of invasions that occur until time T , since the ecological damage resulting from invasions is often a function
of the population size. We cannot affect the process until τ ,
so this amounts to minimizing the number of invasions in the
interval [τ, T ). We store the number of invasion events at
each node over time using an n-dimensional counting process
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Hawkes Processes

A multidimensional Hawkes process can be thought of as a
spatiotemporal point process, which is a random collection
of points representing the time and location of events. An
n-dimensional point process can be described by a counting
>
process N (t) = (N1 (t), · · · , Nn (t)) where Ni (t) is the
number of events occurring at location i before time t. The
behavior of the process is characterized by the conditional intensity λ(t). Given the history of the process up to time t,
Ht− , the expected number of events in a small time window
[t, t + dt) is given by E [dN (t)|Ht− ] = λ(t)dt.
Hawkes processes model self-exciting phenomena in
which the occurrence of events causes additional events to be
more likely, such as social media posts spurring reposts [Farajtabar et al., 2014], earthquake aftershocks inducing further
aftershocks [Ogata and Zhuang, 2006],and in this work, an
invasive species individual causing another individual to appear at the same or other nodes. This self-exciting behavior
is modeled using a history-dependent intensity of the form:
X
λi (t) = µi (t) +
φije (t, te )
(2)
= µi (t) +

e:te <t
n Z t
X

φij (t, s)dNj (s)

(3)

0

j=1

φij (t, s) is called the impact function and captures the temporal influence of an event at location j at time s on the occurrence of events at location i at time t ≥ s. The first term
µi (t) is the exogenous event intensity, from outside the network
of the history, and the second term
P and ijindependent
e
(t, te ) is the endogenous event intensity, mode:te <t φ
eling influence and interaction within the network. Defining
Φ(t, s) = [φij (t, s)]i,j=1...n , λ(t) = (λ1 (t), . . . , λn (t))> ,
and µ(t) = (µ1 (t), . . . , µn (t))> , we can compactly rewrite
Eq (2) in matrix form:
Z t
λ(t) = µ(t) +
Φ(t, s)dN (s)
(4)
0

A common choice of impact function is the truncated exponential function Φ(t, s) = Ae−ω(t−s) · 1≥0 (t − s) where
φij (t, s) = aij e−ω(t−s) ·1≥0 (t−s). The coefficient aij represents the strength of the influence of j on i, and the influence
of an event that occurs at time s is 0 before s and decays off
after s (e.g. a social media post becomes less relevant, an infected person becomes less contagious, or an invasive species
becomes less likely to survive and reproduce).

3

Discrete Interventions in Hawkes Processes

Given a network diffusion process starting at time t0 = 0,
suppose we plan to perform a management action at time
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(a) A sample network.
(b) Events before τ
(c) Intensity from events
(d) Effect of event removal at 1
Figure 2: A sample network and event history up to τ . Each event contributes to the intensities at the event’s node and its neighbors. If the
event at node 1 is deleted at τ , its contribution to intensities for t > τ disappears.

τ > t0 to steer the diffusion process over the network towards
some objective at an arbitrary time T > τ .
Since the intensity at any time t0 only depends on the history of events up to time t0 , we can also define the state at any
R t0
0
time t0 as y(t0 ) := 0 e−ω(t −s) dN (s), capturing the current
effect of all events that have happened at each node up to time
t0 . Then considering the time of intervention τ ,
Z t
λ(t) = µ(t) + Ay(t) = µ(t) +
Ae−ω(t−s) dN (s)
0
Z τ
Z t
= µ(t) +
Ae−ω(t−s) dN (s) +
Ae−ω(t−s) dN (s)
0
τ
|
{z
} |
{z
}
events before τ

= µ(t) + Ae−ω(t−τ ) y(τ ) +

events after τ

t

Z

Ae−ω(t−s) dN (s)

λe (t; u) and λh (t, u):
Z t
Ae−ω(t−s) dNe (s; u)
λe (t; u) = µ +
τ
{z
}
|
from new events generated by µ

λh (t; u) = Ae−ω(t−τ ) (u ◦ y) +
|
{z
}
from events before τ

τ

|

Ae−ω(t−s) dNh (s; u)
{z
}

(7)
Correspondingly,
we have their expected values
ηe (t; u) = E[λe (t; u)] and ηh (t; u) = E[λh (t; u)].
For
ηe (t; u), we can write:

Z t
Ae−ω(t−s) dNe (s; u)
(8)
ηe (t; u) = µ + E
τ
t

Z
Our management action entails the deletion of all events at
a given set of nodes U (see Figure 2). This can alternatively
be thought of as resetting the state of those locations to 0
at time τ . Therefore, for t > τ we have the interventiondependent intensity:

Ae−ω(t−s) ηe (s; u)ds

=µ+

(9)

τ

Using Theorem 1 from [Farajtabar et al., 2016], ηe (t; u) =
Ψ(t)µ is a solution to Equation 9 if and only if Ψ(t) = I +
R t −ω(t−s)
Ae
Ψ(s)ds. For our choice of impact function:
0
Ψ(t) = I + A(A − ωI)−1 (e(A−ωI)t − I)

(5)

τ

where ◦ denotes element-wise product. Vector u encodes our
management action where ui = 0 indicates removing the history at node i and ui = 1 means not intervening at i.

3.1

t

Z

from new events generated by history

τ

λ(t; u) = µ(t) + Ae−ω(t−τ ) (u ◦ y(τ ))
Z t
+
Ae−ω(t−s) dN (s; u)

(6)

Expected Behavior After Intervention

We now derive closed-form expressions for our control objectives in terms of the expected intervention-dependent intensity η(t; u). The first objective of interest is to minimize
P the sum of expected rate of events at our target time:
i ηi (T ; u).
By the superposition theorem of point processes, the process N (t; u) is decomposed into two independent processes:
N (t; u) = Ne (t; u) + Nh (t; u)

Intuitively, Ψ(t) is a matrix function indexed by i, j which
are nodes. Ψi,j (t) can be interpreted as the total contribution
of possible events at node i at time t from events at j at any
time before t (directly and indirectly).
Additionally, according to Theorem 3 in [Farajtabar et
al., 2016], by using integration by parts and the Laplace
transform of point processes from [Farajtabar et al., 2014],
we can show that ηh (t; u) = Ξ(t − τ )A(u ◦ y) where
Ξ(t) = e(A−ωI)t . Putting these two together we have the analytical form for our first objective:
E[λ(t; u)] = Ψ(t)µ + Ξ(t − τ )A(u ◦ y)
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(11)

For the second objective we aim toP
minimize the total expected number of events in all nodes, i E[Ni (T ; u)]:
Z T
Z T
η(s; u)ds (12)
dNi (s; u)] =
E[Ni (T ; u)] = E[
0

Ne (t, u) is the counting process for events caused by the exogenous intensity from τ to t, and Nh (t; u) comprises the
events generated due to the effect of previous events (history)
before τ . Each of these processes have associated intensities

(10)

If we define Γ(t) =
have:

Rt
0

0

Ψ(s)ds and Υ(t) =

Rt
0

Ξ(s)ds we

E[N (t; u)] = Γ(t)µ + Υ(t − τ )A(u ◦ y).

(13)
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Intuitively, Γi,j (t) is the cumulative influence from i to j up
to time t.
In summary we have;
E[λ(T ; u)] = Ψ(T )µ + Ξ(T − τ )A(u ◦ y))
E[N (T ; u)] = Γ(T )µ + Υ(T − τ )A(u ◦ y)

(14)
(15)

where
Ξ(t) = e(A−ωI)t

(16)

Ψ(t) = I + A(A − ωI)
Υ(t) = (A − ωI)

−1

(e

−1

(A−ωI)t

Γ(t) = It + A(A − ωI)

3.2

(e

(A−ωI)t

−1

− I)

(17)

− I)

(18)

(Υ(t) − It)

(19)

Optimization Formulations

Given the closed forms we have derived for the expected behavior of the network diffusion process after intervention, we
can define our first optimization problem as:
X
minimize
Ψ(T )µ + Ξ(T − τ )A(u ◦ y)
u

subject to:

i

X

(1 − ui )ci ≤ B,

(20)

i

ui = {0, 1}∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
where ci and B are defined as before.
Similarly, our second objective is:
X
minimize
Γ(T )µ + Υ(T − τ )A(u ◦ y)
u

subject to:

i

X

(1 − ui )ci ≤ B,

(21)

i

ui = {0, 1}∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Note that the dependence of the objectives on our control
variable, u, is linear since the effect of multiple events on
the intensity at any given node is additive (Equation 2) and
due to the linearity of expectations. If we recast our problem as maximizing the reduction in expected invasion rate
or number of invasions (monotone modular functions) subject to a knapsack constraint, we get the classic knapsack
problem. Submodular function maximization methods and
approximation algorithms can thus be applied to approximately solve these optimization problems, but we can employ
straightforward yet powerful binary optimization techniques
to find guaranteed optimal intervention plans rather than approximations for realistically-sized instances. We used the
mixed integer linear programming solver offered through the
intlinprog function in MATLAB 2016b.

3.3

Heuristic Interventions

Besides the optimized recommendations for intervention
nodes, it is also possible to choose nodes on the basis of a
number of heuristics that are very natural to multidimensional
Hawkes process models. In each case, nodes are considered
in decreasing order of a heuristic criterion, and we greedily
build a set of intervention nodes U by adding each successive
node as long as there are events to remove there and the cost
of intervening at the node can be covered with our remaining
budget. We consider the following heuristic criteria:
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• Exogenous intensity (µi ): nodes with the highest rate of
exogenous events.
• Number of events until τ (Ni (τ )): nodes with the highest
number of events in the observation window.
• Intensity due to global events at τ (λi (τ )): nodes with
the highest intensity at the intervention time due to both
local events and events in neighboring nodes.
• Intensity due to local events (state) (yi (τ )): nodes with
the highest intensity due to only local events.
Interestingly, many of these criteria have analogs in invasion biology and control strategies based on them have been
proposed. For example, exogenous intensity is comparable
to “propagule pressure”, which is believed to be an important determinant of whether non-native species successfully
invade new habitats [Wittmann et al., 2014]. Density-based
eradication (related to Ni (τ )) and strategies that balance the
density and fecundity of the population (related to yi (τ )) have
also been widely studied [Taylor and Hastings, 2004].

4

Experiments

We validate our discrete intervention methodology by testing the behavior of our analytical expressions on simulated
ground-truth Hawkes process cascades, and analyze the runtime performance of our intervention optimization approach.
We then apply our methodology to compare strategies for
controlling the spread of a real invasive species through a
landscape.

4.1

Validation of Expressions & Scalability

To verify our derived closed-form expressions against some
ground-truth network diffusion processes and to test the
scalability of our optimization approach, we generate synthetic networks with known parameters as described in Appendix A. We can empirically evaluate the closed-form
expressions for our intervention objectives E [λ(T )] and
E [N (T )]. To do this, we simulate a single realization of an
invasion cascade up to time τ = 50, implement a fixed intervention u and simulate many realizations of the subsequent
cascade from time τ to T with which we compute the empirical mean intensity and number of invasions at each time
τ < t ≤ T . We compare these to the theoretical expected
intensity and number of invasions computed using Equations
14 and 15, following the same intervention u. Figure 3 shows
how the invasion process evolves over time and after intervention, and how the theoretically computed values closely
match the observed empirical mean values for both quantities, even though the actual stochastic realizations can deviate
from this average.
Next, we test our discrete intervention optimization approach on networks of increasing size. The intervention cost
ci at each node is set to a fixed unit cost plus a cost proportional to the number of events there at time τ . We simulate
multiple realizations of event cascades from t = 0 to τ and
in each case compute Ball the cost of removing all events that
have appeared in the network by t = τ . We set the intervention budgets B as fixed percentages of Ball to allow comparisons between the different realizations. Due to the closedform expressions for the expected effect of an intervention
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Figure 3: Simulated event cascades after an optimal intervention
with B = 0.20·Ball on a synthetic network compared to analytically
computed intensity and number of events for the optimal plans.

including the ones proposed by the heuristic strategies. Having our optimal solutions as a baseline, the results in Figure
5 indicate that the heuristic approaches considered here are
highly sub-optimal, especially in low-budget settings. Figure 6 shows the % optimality gap of the heuristic management
strategies relative to the optimal plan. The best performing
heuristic approach for minimizing both the rate and the number of new invasions was the one based on the exogenous intensity µi , suggesting that monitoring the processes by which
A. grandis is introduced to the Bunchgrass Ridge region could
be an effective approach to curb its invasive spread.
By visualizing the spatial distribution of intervention locations (Figure 7), we find that the optimal intervention plans
for minimizing each objective are different from one another.
In particular, it appears that minimizing intensity focuses
intervention effort at relatively few core invasion hotspots
whereas minimizing the total number of invasions targets
more peripheral locations. This suggests there are possible
trade-offs that may be of interest to conservation planners developing long-term strategies for invasives management.

5

Figure 4: Runtime of ILP versus network size, compared to the time
taken to compute intervention locations using a heuristic. The reported time is the average over 20 randomly simulated cascades.

action, the optimization problems in Equations 20 and 21
take the form of knapsack problems, for which MIP solvers
are highly effective. Figure 4 shows that these integer programs are surprisingly fast to solve and scale relatively well
for the network sizes we consider here.

4.2

Invasives Management with a Limited Budget

We apply our discrete intervention optimization for multidimensional Hawkes processes in a real-world setting to model
the potential impact of different management strategies on A.
grandis encroachment in Bunchgrass Ridge. As reported in
Section 2.1, we find that a multivariate Hawkes process is
able to explain the invasive spread of this species better than
a homogeneous Poisson process model. We use a Hawkes
process model fit to these data using the EM approach utilized in [Farajtabar et al., 2016] whose efficiency in small
scale datasets has been studied [Lewis and Mohler, 2011].
We assign uniform intervention costs for each land parcel to
compare alternatives for budget-constrained invasive species
control.
In order to study the impact of budget restrictions on the
effectiveness of invasive species management, we vary the
intervention budget B available from 20% to 80% of Ball .
Results are shown in Figure 5. We observe that the optimized
plans attain close to the same level of control as eradicating
all individuals at time τ , but at only 60-80% of the cost, indicating that our method for optimal invasive management has
the potential to deliver significant cost savings.
Our analytical expressions allow us to compute the expected benefit of different hypothetical management actions,
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Conclusions and Future Work

We develop a method for characterizing the effect of a novel
discrete intervention in the context of spatiotemporal Hawkes
processes. This intervention consists of removing the effect
of selected events in the history of the Hawkes process. We
derive closed-form expressions for the effect of such an intervention action on the expected intensity and expected number
of events in the network at the end of a finite time horizon
T . We build on this framework to obtain optimal intervention
plans employing this type of intervention mechanism, and apply this approach to the problem of controlling the spread of
invasive species through a landscape. Our results on a realworld tree invasion dataset suggest that optimized intervention plans obtained using our approach achieve cost-effective
control, and also provide a benchmark against which other
intervention plans that are used in practice can be evaluated.
The proposed model showcases the potential of Hawkes
process in managing invasive species propagation, and it can
be extended in many ways to further cope with realistic settings. It can be easily generalized to handle multiple intervention points and combined with Markov Decision Processes
for sequential decision making. As a first step towards planning interventions over multiple time points, one can repeatedly apply our one-step approach with a rolling horizon, observing the stochastic diffusion process between each time,
which is indeed often the approach used in practice. Moreover, in practice all species may not be successfully removed
after an intervention, with success probability depending potentially on the location, the species itself, budget, or time.
This will add a thinning process layer to the Hawkes process.
In addition, the methodologies we have developed for the invasive species management problem can be applied to other
problem domains, such as in limiting the spread of disease or
misinformation in social networks.
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A

Synthetic Network Generation

We generate synthetic landscapes to test our invasive species
control strategy. Each landscape consists of an N -by-N grid
of cells. The exogenous intensity at each node µi is constant
over time and is a uniformly distributed random variable in
[0, µmax ] with µmax = 0.02. A small number of nodes have
a higher exogenous intensity and act as seed points in the diffusion process. We assign the mutually-exciting parameters
aij to be values in the range [0, amax ], with amax = 0.05.
Finally, we set the influence decay rate ω = 0.15 and a finite
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time horizon of T = 100.
2
The aij parameters take the form amax · e−dij . amax can
be thought of as the establishment success rate of offspring
of the invasive species in ideal conditions. We set the establishment success rate of the invasives to amax = 0.05.
This value can be scaled by habitat suitability at the destination (assumed uniform in our networks, but can be substituted
with a habitat suitability matrix generated with a mixture of
2D Gaussian functions, or using expert opinion and maps of
environmental covariates). We assume dispersal occurs only
between each cell and its 8-cell neighborhood. We can also
generate networks with links between a small number of pairs
of non-adjacent cells, to model the effect of occasional longrange dispersal events on invasive species spread.
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